1. Furnish and install fiber glass utility marker posts or dome-type marker posts as specified in the plans. Use flat type marker posts in poundingable soil. Use dome type marker posts in unstable soil or solid rock.

2. Provide fiberglass marker posts that are 4 inch wide by 6 ft tall, with 4 ft exposed after installation.

3. Provide dome-type marker posts that are 3 inch diameter and 6 ft L, with 4 ft exposed after installation.

4. Provide marker posts that are orange in color when the junction box/valve/Conduit system contains communication cable.

5. Provide marker posts that are red in color when the junction box/valve/Conduit system contains power cable.

6. Duplicate marker posts are not required on parallel conduit runs.

7. Write "Junction Box" or "Valve" offset to box or vault, and direction to box on marker post with paint pen or permanent marker pen for posts marking boxes or vaults.

8. Write "Conduit" and direction to conduit running line on marker post with paint pen or permanent marker pen for posts marking conduit runs. Do not include offset to conduit.

9. Request blue stake logo stickers from the Engineer. Place on marker post 3 inches from top.